
 

 

We are introducing our Classic Compliance kit as an educational resource for agents and 

dealers alike.  Our goal is to continually educate our agents and enable our agents to further 

educate their dealers on the constantly evolving F&I landscape.   

There has been such a transformation on compliance in the F&I Industry with the advent of the 

CFPB and it has trickled down to how a lot of states are now handling our products.   

A. Marketing materials—Classic has been slowly updating some of the marketing 

materials to make the wording as clear and concise to the consumer and ensure that 

nothing is misleading.  We are updating our GAP brochures so there are separate 

brochures for 125% and 150% MSRP.  We also list a disclaimer right beneath the claim 

example: 

The actual benefit amount paid to you is determined only at the time of loss per the 

terms described in the deficiency waiver addendum and may not cover the entire 

outstanding loan balance due to any listed exclusions 

B. Dealer & Agent Remittance Shortage Letters—Classic sends out monthly letters to 

any dealer who has a balance due in order to get them caught up and not leave any 

contracts pending in the system.  Sometimes the dealer remits the incorrect amount, 

chooses the wrong vehicle classification of vehicle or forgets a surcharge.  The agent is 

always cc:d via email on any letter.   
 

The dealer will receive one letter for three months.  The third and final letter is a 

notification that if the shortage is not paid than the contracts will be cancelled 

and rejection letters sent to the lender and customer.  This is very time consuming 

but Classic is trying to give the dealer every opportunity to clear up any balances and 

have all their contracts active in the system. 
 

It is important that the dealers do not ignore these letters.  All Classic agents should 

follow up with their dealer when they receive these notifications. 

 

C. State Compliance—Several states have pending legislation to standardize how GAP 

products are treated in order to create a more uniform system.  Numerous states and 

underwriters are mandating that certain fields must be completed in order for the 

waiver to be accepted for compliance reasons.   These fields are as follow: 

 

 MSRP/NADA 

 Finance Amount 

 APR 

 Purchase Price 

 Customer Signature on any waiver 



Please make sure when you’re visiting your dealers that these fields are being completed.  

If they aren’t, it can hold up the processing of contracts and commissions while we wait 

on a request for the missing information.  

D. Customer Service in the Claims Department—When it comes to GAP there are 

always auto insurers who tend to pay under the NADA value.  The insurance companies 

have complex algorithms and various factors that come into play that can really create a 

divide between the value of the vehicle found in the market and what the insurer deems 

the value to be.  

Our Claims Department asks customers whether or not they have received a settlement 

yet from their insurer when they call to open a claim.  They also send out a notification 

in their initial packet to inform a customer about getting a fair settlement and to contact 

us for assistance.  

By giving the customer the value of their vehicle up front, they are more likely to push 

back on an insurer who tries to offer something much lower than the market value.  If 

the claim starts after the primary settlement has been paid, the Claims Department works 

with the customer to contact their insurer with the NADA value of their vehicle and 

comparables to try to get the insurer to pay the full value.   

These efforts are done on behalf of the dealers to try and hold the insurers accountable 

so their shortages to the customer don’t affect our dealers’ loss ratio. 

  

 The following pages of this Kit include: 

 Classic State GAP Compliance table 

 Classic GAP Claims Overview 

 Classic GAP Claims Example 

 Classic GAP Cancellation Overview 

 Classic GAP Cancellation Sample 

 Classic GAP FAQ 

 

 

Please feel free to use these resources to get a better understanding of our Classic GAP 

programs and to use them to continuously educate your dealership personnel.   

 

Jennifer Ferenz 
Vice President of Operations 
Norman & Company, Inc 
jennifer@classictrak.com 
www.classictrak.com 
813-855-8300 Ext 1140 
 

 

mailto:jennifer@classictrak.com
http://www.classictrak.com/


State Cancel Fee

GAP 

Endorsement or 

Amendment

GAP Advantage 

(Plus) Signature GAP GAP Complete

Classic Essential 

Gap

Signature MOTO 

GAP

Complete 

Powersports ARCH RV Marine GAP

Commercial 

GAP

Alabama Yes No         

Alaska
Yes No No

No deductible 

coverage

No deductible 

coverage
No No No  No 

Arizona Yes No         

Arkansas Yes No         

California Yes No         

Colorado

No Cancel Form No
Retail Cap $300 or 2% 

whichever is greater
No No No No  No No

Connecticut Yes No         

Delaware Yes No         

District of Columbia Yes No    No     

Florida Yes No No        No

Georgia Yes No No        

Hawaii Yes No    No No No  No 

Idaho Yes No         

Illinois Yes No No        

Indiana

No Endorsement 

Retail $506; amount 

financed over $50,000, 

unregulated 

Retail $506; amount 

financed over 

$50,000, unregulated 

No

Retail $506; amount 

financed over 

$50,000, unregulated 

Retail $506; amount 

financed over 

$50,000, 

unregulated 

Retail $506; amount 

financed over 

$50,000, unregulated 

Retail $506; 

amount financed 

over $50,000, 

unregulated 

No

Iowa Yes No         

Kansas

No No No
Special form for  Wells 

Fargo and Ally 
No No     

Kentucky Yes No         

Louisiana No No        No 

Maryland

Yes No 
Signature GAP AIC 

MD (1/15)
No No No  No No

Commercial GAP 

150% (02/11) 

ONLY

Maine Yes No         

Massachussetts Yes No         

Michigan Yes No         

Minnesota
Yes Amendment     Amendment  Amendment  Amendment  

Admendment 

required

Admendment 

required 

Mississippi
Yes Endorsement Endorsement   Endorsement Endorsement Endorsement 

Endorsement 

Requied 

Endorsement 

Requied

Missouri No No         

Montana Yes No No   No     

Nebraska Yes No No        

Nevada Yes No         

New Hampshire No Amendment    No No No No  No 

New Jersey Yes No         

New Mexico No No         

New York Yes No No No No No No No No No No

North Carolina Yes No         

North Dakota Yes No         

Ohio Yes No         

Oklahoma Yes No         



State Cancel Fee

GAP 

Endorsement or 

Amendment

GAP Advantage 

(Plus) Signature GAP GAP Complete

Classic Essential 

Gap

Signature MOTO 

GAP

Complete 

Powersports ARCH RV Marine GAP

Commercial 

GAP

Oregon Yes Amendment          

Pennsylvania Yes Endorsement    Endorsement Endorsement Endorsement  Endorsement Endorsement 

Puerto Rico Yes No No No No No No No No No

Rhode Island Yes No         

South Carolina Yes Amendment          

South Dakota Yes No         

Tennessee Yes No         

Texas

Yes No No
Retail maximum 5% of 

amount financed
No

Special BHPH Texas 

program, Retail 

maximum 5% of 

amount fiananced 

No No

RV GAP AIC TX 

11/15, Retail 

Maximum 5% of 

amount financed

No No

Utah Yes No         

Vermont No No         

Virgin Islands Yes No No No No No No No No No 

Virginia Yes No         

Washington Yes No    No     

West Virginia Yes No No        

Wisconsin No No No   No     

Wyoming Yes No         

The information contained herein is subject to revision. Therefore, brokers/dealers should not rely on the accuracy of plan availability prior to instituting any marketing or sales program. Classic expressly denies any and all liability for damages, by 

whatever name called, resulting directly or indirectly from brokers/dealers reliance on information contained on this page.

The product/state availability listing shows a generic overview of the states where products are available. Products that are displaying as available for use in a state have no bearing on whether or not the forms/applications you are utilizing are compliant 

for use in a particular state.



CLASSIC GAP CLAIMS OVERVIEW 
 

Classic’s goal is to process the gap waiver loss as quickly as possible.  In order to do so, the customer must 
submit all the documents listed on the back of the GAP waiver that are requested for cancellation within 
90 days of the date of the primary carrier’s settlement check.  If they do not have insurance, the loss 
documents must be received within 90 days of the total loss.  This information is listed on the GAP waiver. 
 
Please note:  It is the responsibility of the customer to make sure all documents are collected and 
filed timely.  Due to privacy laws, Classic cannot collect any of the documents on behalf of the 

customer.  This sometimes creates conflict with customers who would prefer Classic to do the 
legwork, but privacy laws are in place to protect the customer and neither the lender nor the 

insurance company are going to release documents to anyone other than the customer.   

 
 

Overview of the Classic Claims process 

 The customer suffers a total loss and contacts Classic directly or the dealer who directs the 
customer to Classic. 
 

 Classic opens a claim and sends the customer a letter that details all the documents need to 

be submitted from the Insurance Company, dealer and lender and an explanation of each. 

 

 Classic directs the customer to collect refund amounts for any cancellable items 
 Classic lets the customer know that Classic will initiate the GAP cancellation process for 

them once the file is complete 
 Unless the dealer is selling the Classic Complete program, all other GAP programs are 

cancellable at claim time. 
 Classic includes a notice to inform the customer to make sure they collect a fair 

settlement offer from the Insurance Company as many customers aren’t aware of the 

value of their vehicle at the time of loss and there are some Insurance companies who 

will greatly undervalue their vehicle.   Classic offers to provide the NADA/market value 

at the loss date as well. 

 

 Classic will send courtesy update letters to the customer requesting any missing information 

and reminding the customer of the deadline. 

 

 Classic will update any customer/lender/dealer of the status of the claim if they call in to check.  

 

 If all the documents have not been received by 90 days after the settlement date from the 

Insurance Company Classic will send a final letter letting the customer know we are closing 

the claim.     

 

 
Some claims documents available on www.classictrak.com/claims 

 Claim Loss Document Requirements 
 Statement of Use Mileage Claim Form 
 Statement of Loss Fire or Theft Claim Form 
 Statement of Loss or Collision Claim Form 

 

http://www.classictrak.com/claims


 
106 State Street East Oldsmar, FL 34677 Ph: 1-800-930-4633 Fax: 813-855-8325 

 

 
 
 
         
 
 
 
Claim # 
VIN 
 
Dealership  
Date of Purchase  
Date of Loss  
 
NADA at time of Purchase  
NADA at time of Loss  
NADA at time of Loss Less Deductible  
Maximum Gap Eligibility Limit  
  
Original Amount Financed  
Maximum Coverage per Gap Waiver  
Amount Above Terms of Gap Waiver  
  
Amount Financed  
Less: Payments Made  
Outstanding Balance  
Less: Adjustment for insurances you financed (Credit Life/Disability)  
Less: Adjustment for insurances you financed (Service Contract)  
Less: Adjustment for Gap waiver refund  
Less: Amount your insurance company paid  
OR Less: NADA Retail of a CCC Valuation when applicable  
Less: Negative condition adjustments on the valuation report  
Less: Prior damage  
Less: Salvage  
Less: Excess Amount Financed  
Negative Balance:  
Total Gap Benefit Waived:  
 
 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Classic Claims Department 



Classic Cancellations Overview 

 

 A Customer that contacts Classic with a request to cancel their contract are 
referred back to the dealer unless the dealer is no longer in business. 
 

 Customers are advised that the dealer will submit the cancellation documentation 
to Classic and the dealer will also issue out the refund once the contract has been 
cancelled. 

 
 Dealers can contact the Cancellations Department to obtain a quote for a 

cancellation refund amount if needed.  If a dealer is using our CAP (Classic Access 
Portal) for e-contracting they can get a quote online. 
 

 A form of back up to show reason of cancellation (repossession letter, payoff letter, 
customer signature on cancellation form, odometer statement) is required for all 
cancellations. 

 
 Cancellation forms for all of our products can be found on our website: 

www.Classictrak.com  
 

 

Procedure for cancellations received 

 Cancellations can be submitted by fax to 813-749-8531, by email to 
cancellations@classictrak.com or by mail to 106 State St. E. Oldsmar, FL 34677 
 

 After a cancellation is received, Classic cancels it in the system and a refund check 
will be sent to the dealer. 

 
 Classic’s check to the dealer is a portion of the refund based on the dealer cost 

submitted to Classic when the contract was purchased.   The total net refund will 
be noted on the cancellation form that is sent with our check to the dealer and 
that is the amount the dealer is responsible to remit to the lender/customer which 
also includes the dealer’s portion of the refund. 

 
 Some contracts are not fully earned if there is a claim filed, the dealer will still be 

responsible for their portion of the refund if the contract is cancelled for all Classic 
GAP programs unless they are using the Classic Complete program.   

 
 

http://www.classictrak.com/
mailto:cancellations@classictrak.com


                 
             

CLASSIC GAP     
GAP Coverage Cancellation Form 

           
I wish to cancel my GAP and have my unearned portion of my GAP cost refunded to me. I understand 
this refund will be calculated per the terms of my GAP Addendum and that you will credit the principal 
balance of my loan if my loan is unpaid and will refund directly to me if the loan is paid in full. Copies 
of my GAP WAIVER and INSTALLMENT AGREEMENT are attached. 
 
I further understand and accept that this cancellation will totally VOID all protection provided by the 
GAP Addendum for the entire term of the loan and I will have no recourse or claim against The 
Company or the originating dealer in the event of a total loss or unrecovered theft to my vehicle. 
 
_______________________     _________________________               
     Buyer/Lessee Name  Dealer/Lessor Name              Full VIN # 
 
_______________________     _________________________       ________________________ 
   Buyer/Lessee Signature         Dealer/Lessor Signature                Cancellation Date 
 
Reason for Cancellation: _________________________________________________________  
 
 

DEALERSHIP CANCELLATION WORK SECTION 
    

CANCELLATION DATE:                                                             ORIGINAL GAP CHARGE:     $ ______  
 
GAP PURCHASE DATE:                                                              REFUND FACTOR:                      _______ %                   
  
ORIGINAL TERM:               MONTHS ELAPSED:                  CANCELLATION FEE:            $ ______  
        
       TOTAL NET REFUND:            $ ______  
       
  

COMPANY WORK SECTION – DO NOT USE 
 
Dealer cost:    Administrator:    
                    
Dealer Refund:                                                              
    
 
DO NOT  DEDUCT CANCELLATIONS FROM YOUR REMITTANCE. 
 
Please submit all required cancellation paperwork: cancellation form, Classic GAP waiver, and any 
backup information for reason of cancellation to our office within 90 days of cancellation.   
   

CLASSIC GAP 
106 STATE STREET EAST 
OLDSMAR, FL. 34677 
PHONE (813) 855-8300 
FAX (813) 749-8531 



The Classic GAP FAQ was created as a training 
resource to further educate agents and dealers in 
regards to selling Classic Gap programs and to help 
make sure the correct information is being relayed to 
customers.  

It also answers the inquiries we get from agents 
and dealers about certain aspects of the various 
Classic GAP programs and how GAP works in general 
throughout the industry. Most of the information 
below can be found within the GAP policy language 
on various Classic GAP waivers.

1. What is GAP?
GAP—Guaranteed Asset Protection—In the event a 
vehicle is totaled in an accident or is stolen and not 
recovered, GAP helps to pay the difference between 
the insurance settlement and loan balance.

2. Does Classic GAP cover the entire 
outstanding loan balance?
It may not cover the entire outstanding loan balance.   
As is standard in the industry, the Unpaid Net 
Balance may not include:

Unearned interest•	
Loan or lease charges•	
Late charges•	
Delinquent payments•	
Uncollected service charges•	
Refundable prepaid taxes or fees•	
Any proceeds the customer may recover •	
by cancelling coverage (Service contracts, 
warranties, etc)
Unearned GAP charges•	
Disposition, termination or penalty fees•	

3. Further explanation of Delinquent 
payments
Any payment which remains unpaid for a period 
of more than ten (10) days after the date stated in 
the financing contract.  Delinquent payments will 
also not include any late charges or interest that has 
accrued.  

4. What type of coverage does 
Signature Gap offer?
Signature GAP offers Primary Carrier Coverage, so 
it will use the amount obtained by subtracting the 
primary insurance settlement from the Unpaid Net 
Balance.

5. What happens if the customer doesn’t 
have Primary Insurance at the time of 
loss?
The settlement will be calculated using the Actual 
Cash Value (ACV) at time of loss of the vehicle.  ACV 
is determined using NADA Guides clean retail rate. 

6. Is GAP considered a waiver or 
Insurance?
GAP is considered a waiver in every state.  Texas is 
the only state that allows both GAP as a waiver and 
Gap as insurance.  Classic does not offer a GAP 
Insurance product.  GAP also does not replace 
automobile insurance or comprehension/collision/
bodily injury/property damage/liability coverage 
that the customer is still required to carry in most 
states.

GAP FAQ
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7. Explain what the Maximum GAP 
eligibility is and how it works.
Depending on which GAP program is being used, 
there is a Maximum Eligibility Limit listed in several 
places on the GAP waiver such as 125% or 150% 
that will be used during the claims calculation. It 
varies based on dealer selection and programs being 
offered.   

If a customer purchases a vehicle and the NADA at 
the time of purchase is $15,000 and the Maximum 
Eligibility Limit is 125% then the customer’s 
maximum coverage for the GAP waiver is $15,000 x 
1.25 = $18,750.00.  

Any amount financed over the $18,750.00 is 
considered the excess amount financed and not 
covered in the claims calculation.     

8. What happens when a customer is 
over/under financed?
If a customer is under financed (loan to value is 85% 
or less) then the Primary Carrier will cover most of 
the settlement and the customer won’t have a GAP 
claim to file.  

The good news is that there won’t be a GAP but the 
bad news is that a lot of customers are not happy 
once they realize they might not have needed GAP 
in the first place and they feel the dealer should not 
have sold it to them.  

Fortunately GAP on an under financed vehicle 
doesn’t occur that often.  The customer will receive 
a prorated portion of their GAP cost back during 
cancellation.  

If a customer is over financed then the over financed 
amount is deducted from their claims settlement so 
it will reduce the amount the customer receives.  If 
they are heavily over financed (i.e., rolled in negative 
equity) it might preclude the customer from 
receiving a claims settlement. 

 The dealership should be cautious on promoting 
a GAP program to a customer that is heavily over 
financed as that is one of the largest reasons for 

complaints and threaten of action by a customer. On 
the other hand many customers are over financed 
and still receive a claims settlement, but it may not 
necessarily satisfy the loan balance.

9. What items are listed as Excluded from 
the settlement amount?
Because Classic Signature GAP follows Primary 
Carrier coverage, any amounts the Primary Carrier 
doesn’t cover are not covered by Classic Signature 
GAP (industry standard).  

Wear and tear•	
Prior damage•	
Unpaid insurance premiums•	
Salvage•	
Towing and storage•	
Other condition adjustments•	

10. What about a Commercial option?
Commercial GAP is only covered under Classic’s 
Commercial GAP policy, which is a separate waiver. 

Any vehicle that is titled under a business or that 
carries goods or passengers for livery or delivery 
purposes for compensation is classified as a 
Commercial vehicle and is not eligible under regular 
Classic GAP policies.  

Classic does offer a Classic Commercial GAP policy 
available to dealers but a certain minimum annual 
premium does apply.

11. What optional equipment is covered 
under GAP and what is excluded?
Any equipment other than the standard or optional 
equipment available from the manufacturer of the 
vehicle is excluded; including but not limited to: 
special carpeting, furniture, bars, audio, video or data 
equipment, cooking and sleeping facilities, customized 
paint, or any equipment installed to overcome a 
physical handicap is excluded.

Factory approved conversion packages and dealer 
installed options usually included in used car value 
guidebooks are not excluded (this does not include most 
aftermarket tires and wheels for example).  

CLASSIC GAP FAQ



12. Is there a deadline to file a GAP 
claim?
Yes. The loss documents must be received by our 
office within 90 days of the Primary Carrier insurance 
settlement check.    If there is no Primary Carrier the time 
of loss the GAP claim must be reported within ninety (90) 
days of the date of loss.

13. How does the Deductible Buyback 
work?
The primary insurance deductible is covered as part of 
the unpaid loan balance; it is not “reimbursed”. 

The insurance settlement check is the actual cash value 
at time of loss less the deductible.  In processing the 
GAP claim, the insurance settlement check is subtracted 
from the unpaid net balance.  The GAP amount less any 
refundable items or exclusions is the benefit amount to 
be waived; which includes the customer’s deductible.  

GAP only provides a benefit if there is a balance due on 
the loan or lease after the insurance settlement.  If there is 
no balance due, then it will not pay the deductible.

14. What is the maximum deductible 
coverage available?
$1,000.

15. Is GAP cancellable at claim time?
With most GAP waivers available, GAP is not considered 
fully earned and is cancellable at claim time and the cus-
tomer will be due the prorated refund.  Classic does offer 
Classic Complete which is not cancellable at claim time 
but there are some state restrictions and it has a higher 
cost associated with it. 

16. How will undefined items listed as 
Miscellaneous/Aftermarket products 
on the Buyer’s Order affect the claims 
settlement?
The Buyer’s Order should list each item individually 
purchased by the customer.  If there are items that are not 
clearly defined or lumped together under Miscellaneous/
Aftermarket products, the dealer will be asked to provide 

any contracts or written proof of these items (front and 
back) as required by the Insurance Company. 

17. Can a customer refinance their loan 
and keep the same GAP policy?
No.  When money is added to the loan or the term is 
extended or modified when the customer refinances, 
they need to cancel their current GAP policy. The Gap 
policy is tied to the original loan paperwork and is not 
transferable.

18. When will the customer receive 
their claim check?
Once the customer has submitted all the necessary 
paperwork, it usually takes about 10-21 business days 
for the claim to be finalized and a check sent out to the 
lender. If the loan has been paid off and a payoff letter 
has been provided, then the check will be sent to the 
customer.

19. Should the customer keep making 
payments to the lender while waiting 
for a GAP claim to be paid out?
Yes, the customer is still responsible to make 
their loan payments until the Primary settles 
and Classic can complete the customer’s claim 
paperwork.  

20. What is GAP Advantage?
Classic’s GAP Advantage is an additional $1,000 
benefit the customer can receive if they purchase their 
replacement vehicle from the original selling dealer. The 
surcharge associated with GAP Advantage requires a 
special form and it is an all-or-none program. The $1,000 
benefit is only payable when we waive an amount on the 
claim. 

21. What happens with loan contracts that 
have Revolving Credit as is found with 
Powersports dealers?
Revolving Credit or Open Ended loans are allowed but 
they are converted to Closed Ended loans for claims 
calculation purposes. That is because the customer has 
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a choice on making equal monthly payments to pay 
off their loan or they can make minimal payments and 
extend their loan as long as the lender allows. 

Classic treats these loans as closed ended loans as is the 
industry standard. 

The contract will be amortized only for the vehicle, its 
accessories and any add-on items that were purchased 
the same date as the covered vehicle.  Anything 
purchased after the contract date does not qualify.   

If the customer is not making equal monthly payments, 
there may be a difference between the claims payout 
from Classic and the loan balance. 

22. How does Truncation work and on 
what type of GAP waivers is it found?
On some Recreational Vehicle GAP and Marine GAP 
there is truncation language. The Maximum Term for the 
loan allowed as well as the Maximum Coverage Term 
allowed is listed on the Covered Vehicle Section on the 
front page.  In many cases the Maximum Financing Term 
is 240 months but the coverage may only be 84 or 120 
months. That means that after 84 or 120 months the GAP 
coverage will have expired and there is no longer any 
GAP coverage.  

Depending on the contract the claims calculation may 
also use the truncated term for amortization purposes so 
it will amortize the claim over 84 or 120 months versus 
the actual term of the contract.  

23. What is the number one complaint 
received from customers?
That the dealer told them GAP would cover their entire 
outstanding balance at claim time which is not always the 
case. 

24. What is the biggest mistake most 
dealers make when promoting GAP to 
their customers?
Referring to GAP as insurance. GAP and insurance should 
never be used together as it is not insurance but a waiver. 
It should not be noted as Gap Insurance on the Retail 
Installment loan, but rather as just Gap or Gap wavier.

The Classic Building
106 State Street East · Oldsmar, FL 34677

Toll-free: 800.930.4633 · Local: 813.855.8300 · Fax: 813.855.4554
www.ClassicTrak.com
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	Cancellation Procedures
	CLASSIC GAP CLAIMS OVERVIEW
	Compliance Kit Introduction
	Copy of Compliance Kit GAP
	GAP FAQ v12a
	Sample Cancellation Form
	Sample Claim Worksheet

	CustomerAddress1and2: 123 Any Street
	CustomerCityStateZipCode: USA, KS 66048
	ClaimNumber: C000030696
	FullVin: JTDKB20U193505798
	ClaimLossDate: 06/05/2016
	SettlementMSRP: $11,425.00
	SettlementMSRPComment: 10325.00
	SettlementInsuranceDeductibleComment: 9825.00
	SettlementMaximumLimitofLiabilityComment: 125%
	Maximum Gap Eligibility LimitRow1: 
	SettlementMaximumLimitofLiability: $14,281.25
	Amount Above Terms of Gap WaiverRow1: 
	SettlementFinancedAmount: $14,211.63
	SettlementDateofLossBalance: $13,772.38
	SettlementCreditLifeRefund: $0.00
	SettlementVSARefund: ($1,715.00)
	SettlementOther1: ($649.87)
	SettlementInsurancePayoff: ($9,209.51)
	SettlementOther2: $0.00
	SettlementOther3: $0.00
	SettlementPriorDamages: $0.00
	SettlementOther4: $0.00
	SettlementExcessAmountFinanced: $0.00
	SettlementNegativeBalance: $0.00
	SettlementGapBuyoutTotal: $2,198.00
	Cancelcustomerfullname: Sample Cancellation
	SellerName: XYZ Motors
	FullVIN: ABCDEFGHI12345678
	ContractCxlCancelReason: Customer Request
	ContractCxlCancelDate: 09/19/2016
	ContractRetailCost: $495.00
	ContractSaleDate: 08/24/2013
	ContractCxlTermPercentage: 48.791 %
	LoanLeaseTerm: 72
	ContractCxlCancellationFee: ($50.00)
	ContractCxlRefundToCustomer: $191.52
	ContractCxlCancellationMethodName: Pro rata B- Days unused
	ContractCxlOriginalNetCost: $235.00
	text: 
	ContractCxlNetRefundFromAdmin: $64.67
	text1: 
	ClaimCustomerFullName: Sample Claim


